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Festivals and Venues:
Dragon*Con (Atlanta, GA)
Dances of Vice (NYC, Brooklyn, NY)
Hallowmass  (Brooklyn, NY)   
Green Man Festival (Duluth, MN)
The Orange Peel (Asheville, NC)
The 40The 40 Watt (Athens, GA)
Knitting Factory (Brooklyn, NY)
Imperial Theatre (Augusta, GA)
Bar Sinister (Los Angeles, CA)
The Georgia Theater (Athens, GA)

Bands:
Gogol Bordello
Voltaire
Sleepytime Gorilla Museum
Unknown Hinson
Bindlestiff Family Circus
Captured By RobotsCaptured By Robots
O’ Death
World Inferno Friendship Society
Monotonix
Abney Park

Free Times
"Sure, Ozzy might have introduced evil into rock ‘n’ roll, but The Hellblinki Sextet has never made 
the prospect of eternal damnation sound like so much fun." -P. Wall

The Flagpole
“The Hellblinki Sextet's pirate cabaret is something that needs to be seen as well as heard to garner its full 
scope.... Enamored of audience participation, Benjamin showered dime-store noisemakers on the crowd, 
imploring the audience to join into the aural disarray...it was a one-of-a-kind show, and that no matter 
how many times you may happen to see the band.”  -David Commins

Cincinnati City Beat
"Hellblinki founder - Andrew Benjamin..fronts the black parade like a satanic ringleader, guid-
ing the rotating cast with maniacal glee. If you love Tom Waits, Man Man, Dresden Dolls and 
Gogol Bordello, then The Hellblinki Sextet might well be on its way to becoming your new fa-
vorite band." - Mike Breen

REGEN Magazine
“The group's live setup was rather unorthodox... Fronting the group behind a minimal drum-kit, “The group's live setup was rather unorthodox... Fronting the group behind a minimal drum-kit, 
while strumming away at his guitar, was Andrew Benjamin, wearing his toothy grimace on his 
pasty-white façade while donning a top-hat, singing in a low, humorously seductive drawl  behind 
that almost psychotic smile. Benjamin is backed by the operatic voice of Valerie, who also plays ac-
cordion, toy piano,  and xylophone. The trio is rounded out by an upright bass, as the music brings 
to mind the bluesy jazz noir of the Weimar Republic, taken to an extreme that would make Voltaire 
blush. It's as if Nick Cave were possessed by the spirit of Screamin' Jay Hawkins, with Abby Travis 
on backup.”  -Ilkeron backup.”  -Ilker Yücel

Flagstaff Live
"Walking a tightrope of genres just beyond the realm of classification, Hellblinki's style has been 
described as "raw pirate blues" and vocal delights for "agnostic angels."

Performer Magazine
“The world influences on this“The world influences on this Asheville, N.C. sextet are absolutely staggering; everything from Russian 
folk to Italian concerto to Americana (and most everything in between) all find themselves present and ac-
counted for, albeit all of the above given a more than punk edge aesthetic. Appropriately enough, the 
group itself describe its sound as a "Three Penny Opera meets Sesame Street ... with punk rock experi-
mentation and a southern drawl," which, if one must be forced to categorize the band’s sound, is probably 
as fitting of a description as any other. Think Gogol Bordello, with an emphasis on European cabaret, and 
you're getting a little bit warmer... The Hellblinki Sextet is without question one of the most unique, gifted 
and flat-out fun bands to come out of the region in a long time.”  -Matt Frisch 
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